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We investigated the transcription rates of RNA polymerases that were subjected to rotational drag. By
combining chemical kinetics with mechanical equations, we derived formulas for the transcription rate in the
case where the torque was caused by the hydrodynamic drag to DNA rotation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During transcription, RNA polymerases(RNAPs) rotate
hundreds of times around DNA, trailing the helical structure
of the strands. Any mechanical obstruction to this rotary mo-
tion subjects the DNA to a torsional stress, and the RNAPs
synthesize RNA transcripts against the rotary torque.

The transcription elongation on torsionally stressed DNA
fragments can be realizedin vitro by fixing RNAPs on beads
or glass plates and enabling DNA fragments to be freely
transcribed. In this case, the torsional stress is caused by the
hydrodynamic drag to DNA rotation.

The torsional stress of DNA also occursin vivo due to the
viscous drag or interactions with surrounding proteins. How-
ever, in normal cells, DNA supercoiling is relaxed by en-
zymes such as topoisomerases and gyrases, which have cata-
lytic activities to sever and unwind DNA strands. Therefore,
the global DNA supercoiling due to the transcription occurs
only in cells whose topoisomerase or gyrase activities are
sufficiently low. Such cells are of medical interest, since
many of the anticancer drugs are topoisomerase inhibitors.

In this paper, we study the effects of torsional stress on
the transcription rates. First, we investigate the general prop-
erties of our model, which is a generalization of the models
studied by Jülicher and Bruinsma[1]. Then, we compare the
model with the existing experiments, and finally, we propose
a more stringent experimental test for our model.

II. THE MODEL

In Ref. [1], Jülicher and Bruinsma studied a couple of
mechanochemical models that describe the transcription
elongation of RNA polymerases against the external force
pulling the downstream end of DNA strands. They assumed
the flexible internal structures of RNAPs as the essential in-
gredient of the transcription process. This has been supported
by recent evidences, which suggest that the bridge helix of
RNAP is strongly bent during transcription[2]. Based on
this, they expressed the transcription process as a series of
polymerization and translocation steps. In the polymerization
steps, RNAPs are considered to convert the chemical energy
of RNA polymerization reaction into the mechanical defor-
mation energy, and in the translocation steps to release their

deformation energy. They combined these reaction steps with
a kind of stationary state condition and derived expressions
for the mean transcription rates. Their models successfully
explained the force-rate curves of Ref.[3], which were simi-
lar to the Fermi distribution function. Below we follow the
basic construction of the models of Ref.[1], but neither do
we assume any specific form of energy function for the
RNAP deformation nor any special relation among the cou-
pling constants, in order to derive the general features of our
model.

As in Ref.[1], we introduce a pair of reaction coordinates
sn,md, wheren is a non-negative integer that measures the
distance between the position of RNAP from the transcrip-
tion start site in units of base pairs, andm is an integer that
measures the deformation of RNAPs. With these reaction
coordinates, we express the transcription processes as a se-
quence of RNA polymerization and translocation steps.

The RNA polymerization steps occur within the RNAPs
and no work is done against external forces. In each of these
steps, a ribonucleoside triphosphate(NTP) bonds with RNA
covalently, releasing a pyrophosphate(PPi),

RNAn + NTP
 RNAn+1 + PPi. s1d

At the same time, the RNAPs are assumed to store internal
deformation energy. The corresponding reaction equation is
given by

sPd sn,md 

k̄P8smd

kP8smd

sn,m+ 1d, s2d

wherekP8smd and k̄P8smd are the forward and backward reac-
tion rates, respectively.

In the RNAP translocation steps, RNAPs slide along
DNA and relax their internal stress. The RNAPs do work
against external forces in these steps. The reaction equation
can be written as

sTd sn,m+ 1d 

k̄Tsmd

kTsmd

sn + 1,md. s3d

Whenm decreases by 1, an RNAP moves by one base pair.
The detailed balance relations at the equilibrium are given
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kP8smd

k̄P8smd
= expSDGPsmd

kBT
D ,

kTsmd

k̄Tsmd
= expSDGTsmd

kBT
D .

Here,DGP,T are the free energy gains of forward reactions,
and kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature,
respectively. Hereafter, the subscriptsP and T indicate the
polymerization reaction in Eq.s2d and the translocation re-
action in Eq.s3d, respectively.

The rates of forward reactionskP8smd, kTsmd are given by
the Arrhenius formula[4],

kP8smd = fNTPgkPsmd = kP,0fNTPgexps− DUP/kBTd,

kTsmd = kT,0 exps− DUT/kBTd,

where fNTPg is the NTP concentration,DUP,T are the acti-
vation energies, andkP,0, kT,0 are the reaction constants in-
dependent of the NTP, PPi concentration, and temperature.

With these equations, the mean transcription raten is
given by

n = fkP8sm̄d − k̄P8sm̄+ 1dgsbp/secd

= fNTPgkPsm̄df1 − eDGPsm̄d/kBTg

= fkTsm̄d − k̄Tsm̄dgsbp/secd = kTsm̄df1 − eDGPsm̄d/kBTg,

s4d

where bp denotes “base pairs.” The mean elastic deformation
of RNAPs is m̄, which is obtained by equating the rate of
increasingm with the rate of decreasingm,

kP8sm̄d + k̄Tsm̄d = k̄P8sm̄d + kTsm̄d.

This equation can be written as

1 =
kTsm̄d

fNTPgkPsm̄d
S1 − e−DGTsm̄d/kBT

1 − e−DGPsm̄d/kBTD . s5d

Equationss4d ands5d describe the mean behaviors of a large
number of RNAPs.

III. WITHOUT EXTERNAL LOAD

We first consider the case in which no external forces are
applied. In this case, the free energy gains of reactions are
given by

DGPsmd = m + fEsmd − Esm+ 1dg = Dm − Wdeformsmd,

DGTsmd = Esm+ 1d − Esmd = Wdeformsmd.

Here, Dm is the chemical energy of RNA polymerization
reactions1d, which is given by

Dm = DG0 + kBT lnS fNTPg
fPPig D ,

whereDG0 is the standard free energy of the reaction. The
term Wdeformsmd=Esm+1d−Esmd expresses the increase in
internal stress energy of RNAPs. We replace the variable
m̄ with the Boltzmann factor of deformation energyx
=exps−Wdeform/kBTd. Then Eqs.s5d and s4d become

1 =
kTsxd

fNTPgkPsxdS 1 − x

1 − x−1g
D ,

n = fNTPgkPsxds1 − x−1gd = kTsxds1 − xd,

whereg=exps−Dm /kBTd. We note that the positivity of the
rate n implies g,x,1.

In the limit of fNTPg→` with fixed fPPig / fNTPg, both
the forward and backward rate of RNA polymerization reac-
tions are much larger than those of translocation reactions.
Since the RNAP motion in response to its internal stress is
infrequent, the Boltzmann factor of deformation energyx
becomes comparable to that of chemical energyg. The tran-
scription rate in this limit is given by

n = kTsgds1 − gdF1 −
c1

fNTPg
+ OS 1

fNTPg2DG . s6d

This shows that the transcription rate is determined by the
translocation step sown ins3d. The coefficientc1 of the lead-
ing correction is given by

c1 =
kTsgds1 − gd

kPsgd SgTsgd −
g

1 − g
D ,

where gT=] ln kTsxd /] lnsxdux=g. Since the raten ap-
proaches its maximum in the limit offNTPg→`, gTsgd
−g/ s1−gd is negative for any 0,g,1.

Equation(6) is a series expansion over the dimensionless
parameters1−gdkTsgd /kPsgdfNTPg, and higher-order terms
are important whenfNTPg&Ncsgd=s1−gdkTsgd /kPsgd.

For fNTPg!Ncsgd, RNAPs frequently seek for a comfort-
able position in the DNA strands. Accordingly, the internal
stresses of RNAPs are almost zerosx,1d. In this case, the
transcription rate is given by

n = kPs1dfNTPgs1 − gdh1 − c2fNTPg + OsfNTPg2dj, s7d

wherec2 is given by

c2 =
kPs1ds1 − gd

kTs1d SgP +
g

1 − g
D

with gP=] ln kPsxd /] lnsxdux=1. The leading term ofs7d is
the same form as derived from the simple chemical equa-
tion s1d. The correction terms should reduce the raten for
any g, since the raten is an upper-bounded function of
fNTPg; hence,gP is a non-negative number.

These limiting behaviors of the transcription rates are the
same as those obtained from the Michaelis-Menten formula
for enzyme reactions[4],
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n = n0
fNTPg

fNTPg + KM

with

n0 = kTsgds1 − gd,
s8d

KM = kTsgd/kPs1d.

However, the characteristic valueNcsgd of the NTP con-
centration is different fromKM =KMsgd of the Michaelis-
Menten formula. If the ratioNcsgd /KMsgd is very small, then
the raten rapidly reaches its maximum withfNTPg. On the
other hand, ifNcsgd /KMsgd is very large, the approach of the
raten to its maximum is much slower than the corresponding
Michaelis-Menten curve.

These behaviors are illustrated in Fig. 1 wherefNTPg de-
pendence of the raten for fixed fNTPg / fPPig are shown in
three typical cases. In Fig. 1, we have chosen a specific form
of activation energies for concreteness,

DUP = LP + g1PWdeform,

DUT = LT + g1TWdeform,

whereLP,T are constants with dimension of energy andg1P,T
are dimensionless constants. The solid linesg1P=1; g1,T
=0;g, arbitraryd corresponds to the Michaelis-Menten curve.
The dotted linesg1P=0, g1T=0, g=0.01d reaches the maxi-
mal rate more rapidly than the Michaelis-Menten curve,
while the broken linesg1P=2, g1T=0, g=0.01d shows a
slower rise than the other curves.

IV. WITH EXTERNAL LOAD

We next consider the case in which an external load is
applied. In this case, there is an additional termDGext,T
=−Wext for the free energy gain of the translocation step,
while the free energy gainDGP of the polymerization step is
unchanged from the no force case.Wext is the work done by
the RNAP against the external force at each translocation

step. In the following, we assume that the activation energies
are linearly dependent on the workWext.

DUext,P= gext,PWext,
s9d

DUext,T= gext,TWext,

wheregext,P and gext,T are dimensionless coefficients which
are arbitrary, but tame functions of the reaction coordinatem;
therefore, tame functions ofx. The linear dependence on the
work Wext should be valid unlessWext is too large. We only
consider the case where the workWext is smaller than the
chemical energyDm. Then Eqs.(5) and (4) become

1 =
kTsx,yd

fNTPgkPsx,ydS1 − xy−1

1 − gx−1D , s10d

n = fNTPgkPsx,yds1 − gx−1d s11d

=kTsx,yds1 − xy−1d, s12d

wherey=exps−Wext/kBTd. The positivity of the raten.0
implies g,x,y, which means that the deformation en-
ergy should be larger than the work against the external
force and smaller than the chemical energy.

The limiting behaviors of transcription raten at large and
small fNTPg are given by

n = HkTsg,yds1 − gy−1d for fNTPg @ Ncsg,yd
fNTPgkPsy,yds1 − gy−1d for fNTPg ! Ncsg,yd

, HkTsgdygext,Tsgd for fNTPg @ Ncsg,yd
kPsydygext,Psyd for fNTPg ! Ncsg,yd,

where

Ncsg,yd =
s1 − gy−1dkTsg,yd

kPsg,yd
, Ncsgdygext,Tsgd−gext,Psgd

and kTsgd, kPsgd, andNcsgd are given by the corresponding
functions in the case of no external load. Since we are only
interested in the case where the external forces reduce the
raten, the coefficient functionsgext,Tsxd, gext,Psxd of Eqs.s9d
are non-negative functions. If the coefficient of the acti-
vation energy of the translocation step is positive
gext,Tsxd.0, then the maximal raten at sufficiently large
fNTPg decreases exponentially with the external force. If
the coefficient is negligiblefgext,Tsxd,0g, the maximal
rate remains unchanged from the no force case. In this
case, if the activation energy of the polymerization step is
independent of the external workWextfgext,Psxd,0g, then
the rate is unaffected by the external force. On the other
hand, if the coefficient of the polymerization step is posi-
tive fgext,Psxd.0g, the characteristic NTP concentration
Ncsg,yd increases with the external force. If the system has
these particular coupling constantssgext,T,0,gext,P.0d,
the force-rate curve at a fixed and largefNTPg takes a
form similar to the Fermi distribution function where the
rate is constant until the force reaches a critical force and

FIG. 1. Transcription ratesn as a function of NTP concentration
fNTPg. Both n andfNTPg are made dimensionless usingn0 andKM

of Eq. (8), respectively. Solid line:g1P=1; g1,T=0; g, arbitrary.
Dotted line:g1P=0, g1T=0, g=0.01. Broken line:g1P=2, g1T=0,
g=0.01.
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decreases rapidlys~ygext,Psydd when the force exceeds the
critical value.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

We now compare our model with the existing experimen-
tal works [3,5]. In Ref. [5], Haradaet al. studied the tran-
scription rates of RNAPs under the rotary torque. They fixed
RNAPs on a glass surface and measured the rotation rates of
DNA by observing a bead attached to the downstream end of
each DNA fragment. They found the saturation of rotation
rates for largefNTPg, at the value significantly smaller than
that of freely transcribing RNAPs.

This reduction of the maximal rate can be naturally un-
derstood as a result of the increased potential barrier of the
translocation step due to the viscous drag to the DNA rota-
tion. Therefore, the energy barrier of the translocation step
depends on the external load by the rotary torque with a
positive coupling constantsgext,T.0d. Since the rotary
torque t by the viscous drag is expressed aszu0n with a
viscous coefficientz and the winding angle of DNA per base
pair u0=2p /10.4 rad/bp, the maximal rate is obtained by
solving

n = n0sgdygt,Tsgd s13d

=n0sgdexpS−
gt,Tsgdzu0

2n

kBT
D s14d

with respect ton. Here,n0 is the maximal rate in the case of
no load. The above equation is solved with the so called
Lambert functionWsjd,

n = n0sgd
Wsjd

j
. s15d

Here,j is defined by

j = gt,Tsgdu0
2zn0sgd/kBT s16d

and can be considered as the dimensionless version of the
viscous coefficientz. Figure 2 shows the reduction of the
raten with increasingj. The normalized raten /n0 decreases

like ,lnsjd /j for a large dimensionless viscous coefficient
j@1.

Unfortunately, there are experimental uncertainties in the
estimation of viscous coefficientz due to the hydrodynamic
interactions of beads with the glass surface[5]. These uncer-
tainties may be avoided by pulling the bead with sufficient
strength to keep it away from the glass surface instead of the
very weak forces,0.1 pNd applied in Ref.[5]. However,
this introduces another external loadf to the transcription
elongation.

In Refs. [3,6], Wang et al. measured the pulling force
dependence of the transcription raten=nsfd in the experi-
mental system similar to Ref.[5]. They observed that thef
-n curves were similar to the Fermi distribution function, that
is, the raten stays constant until the pulling forcef reaches a
critical force fc and rapidly drops whenf . fc. They found
that the measured critical forcesfc were more than 10 pN. In
contrast to the rotary torque, these results imply that the po-
tential barrier of the translocation step is independent of the
pulling force f and that the pulling forcef is only coupled
with the potential barrierDUP of the polymerization process.

Since the transcription of bead-attached DNA fragments
necessarily introduces the rotary torque, one needs to con-
sider both the rotary torque and the pulling force simulta-
neously. We assume that these two external loads indepen-
dently contribute to the system, and express the effect of the
loads on the potential barriers as the sum of each contribu-
tion.

DUext,P= g f,PWf + gt,PWt,

DUext,T= g f,TWf + gt,TWt,

where the works to the external forcesWt andWf are given
by Wt=tu0 andW f = fa, with the distance between neighbor-
ing base pairsa=0.34 nm.Since the potential barrierDUT
of the translocation step is independent of the pulling
force f, the coefficientg f,T is zero.

The experiments of Ref.[3] were conducted under two
conditions, namely,fNTPg=1000mM, fPPig=1 mm and
fNTPg=1000mM, fPPig=1000mM. In the first case, the
transcription raten0 of freely transcribing RNAPs was
30 bp/sec and the maximal raten of RNAPs subject to the
rotary torque was 16 bp/sec, whilen0=15 bp/sec andn
=7 bp/sec in the second case[3,7].

Since a few piconewton of pulling force is sufficient to
keep the DNA fragments straight and to keep the beads away
from any obstruction such as the glass plate, the viscous
coefficientz equals the viscous coefficient of the bead, given
by the well-known formula[8]

z = phD3, s17d

whereh=10−9 pN nm−2 sec is the viscosity of water andD
is the diameter of beads and equals 500 nmf3g.

Then, the coupling constantgt,T is estimated by the equa-
tion

FIG. 2. The reduction of maximal transcription raten /n0 as a
function of the dimensionless viscous coefficientj. n andn0 are the
maximal transcription rate with and without the viscous drag, re-
spectively.j is defined in Eq.(16).
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gt,T =
kBT

u0
2zn

lnSn0

n
D . s18d

It gives the coupling coefficientsgt,T=1.1 andgt,T=3.1 in
casesfNTPg / fPPig=1000 andfNTPg / fPPig=1, which indi-
cates that the rotary toque couples with the system
strongly at small free energyDm.

With these couplings, we estimate the viscous coefficient
z in the experiments of Ref.[5], assuming that the RNAPs of
Refs. [3,5] have the same activities.z is calculated by the
formula

z =
kBT

gt,Tu0
2n

lnSn0

n
D

with the ratesn0=22 bp/sec andn=2.1 bp/secf5g. The vis-
cous coefficients z=11.2 pN nm sec and z
=4.0 pN nm sec are obtained in casesfNTPg / fPPig=1000
and fNTPg / fPPig=1, respectively. Since the viscous coef-
ficient of the bead of Ref.f5g calculated by Eq.s17d is
1.9 pN nm sec, our model is consistent with Ref.f5g pro-
vided that Harada’s experiments are conducted around
fNTPg / fPPig,1 and the increase of viscous coefficientz
s130–300 %d due to the hydrodynamic interaction of
beads with the glass plate is taken into accountf5g.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we investigated the effect of rotary torque on
the transcription rates. We showed that the rotary torque and
pulling force are differently coupled with the system and that
the maximal transcription rates atfNTPg→` with fixed
fNTPg / fPPig are significantly reduced under the rotational
load. These results suggest that the cancer cells whose topoi-
somerase activities are inhibited by anticancer drugs termi-
nate the transcription rapidly due to the rotational friction,
although ordinary explanations for the deaths of these cells
are centered on the DNA replication phases. Our results may
also be useful in studying the detailed molecular mechanism
of the transcription elongation.

It is obvious that the available experimental results are not
sufficient to verify our model. Since our model predicts that
the coupling coefficientgt,T of the toque to the activation
energy in(18) is independent of the magnitude of viscosity
for fixed fNTPg / fPPig, we suggest an experiment to measure
the maximal ratesn for different bead sizes under the same
NTP and PPi concentrations. As we have shown, the pulling
forces do not affect the maximal rates unless they approach
the critical forcefc.10 pN; therefore, a few piconewton of
pulling force may be applied to simplify the estimation of
viscous coefficients.
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